## A.A.S. Nursing > B.S.N. Degree Completion
Waukesha County Technical College and Carroll University

### GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

#### Cross-Cultural Component
- **CCS100 Cross-Cultural Seminar**: CR 0, CARROLL 0
- **ENG170 Writing Seminar**: CR 0, CARROLL 4
- **CCD Cross-Cultural Designation**: CR 0, CARROLL 0
- **CCE Cross-Cultural Experience**: CR 0, CARROLL 2
- **CCS400 Global Perspectives Colloquium**: CR 0, CARROLL 2

#### Math Competency
- **Math Competency**: CR 0, CARROLL 0

#### Convocation
- **Convocation**: CR 0, CARROLL 0

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 0, CARROLL: 9

### Distribution Component

#### GE1 courses: 4 courses - one from each distribution area outside of major
- **Fine Arts (F1)**: CR 0, CARROLL 4
- **Humanities (H1)**: CR 0, CARROLL 4
- **Philosophy/Ethics/Religion (P1)**: CR 0, CARROLL 4
- **Social Sciences (S1)**: CR 0, CARROLL 4

#### Social Sciences (S1) courses
- **801-196 Oral/Interpersonal Communication**: CR 3, CARROLL 0
- **COM101 Principles of Communication**: CR 0, CARROLL 0

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 3, CARROLL: 20

### ELECTIVES

#### 801-195 Written Communication
- **Elective**: CR 3, CARROLL 0

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 6, CARROLL: 38

### BLOCK

- **Nursing**: CR 34, CARROLL 0

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 34, CARROLL: 72

### MAJOR-CORE

#### NRS230 Health Assessment
- **MAY CHALLENGE COURSE VIA EXAM**: CR 0, CARROLL 4

#### NRS236 Human Pathophysiologic Responses
- **MAY CHALLENGE COURSE VIA EXAM**: CR 0, CARROLL 4

#### NRS300 Critical Inquiry in Nursing Research
- **0 NRS310/310L Family Centered Mental Health Nurs. w/lab**: CR 0, CARROLL 3
- **NRS415 Community Health Nursing: Practicum**: CR 2, CARROLL 2
- **NRS416 Community Health Nursing Care**: CR 0, CARROLL 4
- **NRS429 Health Care Policy and Administration**: CR 0, CARROLL 3
- **NRS431 Capstone Practicum**: CR 0, CARROLL 4

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 0, CARROLL: 26

### MAJOR-SUPPORT

#### BIO130 Anatomy and Physiology 1
- **806-177 Gen. Anatomy & Physiology**: CR 4, CARROLL 0

#### BIO140 Anatomy and Physiology 2
- **806-179 Adv. Anatomy & Physiology**: CR 4, CARROLL 0

#### BIO212 Microbiology
- **806-197 Microbiology**: CR 4, CARROLL 0

#### PSY101 Introduction to Psychology
- **809-198 Introduction to Psychology**: CR 3, CARROLL 0

#### PSY221 Life-Span Psychology
- **809-188 Developmental Psychology**: CR 3, CARROLL 0

#### College Chemistry (two semesters required)
- **CHE101 General Chemistry**: CR 4, CARROLL 4
- **CHE102 Biological Chemistry**: CR 4, CARROLL 4

#### College Sociology (one semester required)
- **809-196 Introduction to Sociology**: CR 3, CARROLL 0

**TOTAL**
- WCTC: 21, CARROLL: 12

*34 credits to be awarded upon completion of NRS230 Health Assessment and NRS236 Pathophysiology either through examination or course enrollment.

---

This worksheet is for illustrative purposes only and should not replace consultation with an admission counselor.
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